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Introduction

From the end of the Second World War to the mid 1960s, numerous countries around the world experienced a baby boom.
After years of depression and war, many believed that the future would be one of abundance and contentment.
Fast forward to the present and this vision of the future is now a thing of the past. Amidst a bleak economic outlook, being a
parent has become harder than ever before.
One of the not-so-cool things about being a parent is the uncertainty. You never know whether you’re doing the right thing
and even when you are, there are no guarantees. There are no guarantees that your kids will find good jobs, be self-reliant, be
content, and basically move out of home before they’re 35! What you can do though is put all the odds on their side.
When it comes to effective parenting techniques, advice from experts abounds, but this advice is often conflicting. One of the
things researchers and education philosophers agree on, however, is that if you want to raise successful children, you must
“give them wings and let them fly.”
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Decades of research have identified the authoritative parenting style as the most effective technique for raising welladjusted children. Diana Baumrind was the first to identify this parenting style following her research with preschool-age
children. (You can read about this study here)
Baumrind found that children whose parents practiced authoritative parenting had better social skills and were more
independent.
Authoritative parenting is a parenting style in which parents have reasonable expectations from their children, set clear
boundaries and respect them, and are highly responsive to their children’s needs.
There is evidence to suggest that children raised by authoritative parents are more competent, more self-reliant, less
aggressive and less likely to engage in substance abuse (you can read about the studies here and here).
This EBook draws on the principles of the authoritative parenting style as well as on other groundbreaking studies behind
successful parenting. It is based on evidence-backed content published on my blog www.raising-independent-kids.com.
Its objectives are:
•
•
•
•

To explore the key principles behind successful parenting.
To help you better understand how you can foster independence in your child.
To give you practical tools you can use with your child.
To help you more clearly define your role in the parenting journey.
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CHAPTER 1: Foster independence

Tip 1: Let go
The origins of this method can be traced back to Plato
who believed that the only way to learn philosophy was
by using it: learning needs personal experience and
practice. One must learn from one’s actions and through
trial and error.

While there is a strong link between parental intervention
and children’s wellbeing, research shows that being over
responsive to children can be counterproductive.
One study found that inappropriate parental intervention
could lead to kids developing greater anxiety and stress,
and could even lead them to develop ineffective coping
skills in adulthood. There’s a downside to being too
quick to rescue your kids: they can become accustomed
to the fact that there will always be someone to smooth
out difficult patches.
Both researchers and active learning proponents agree
that children learn best by doing.

What can you do?
•
•

Stop rescuing your kid
Set clear limits and enforce them. Allow your child to
experience the natural consequences of his/her
behaviour.
Tip 2: Provide challenges.
When you encourage children to try unpleasant or
difficult activities, you help them develop tenacity.
However, you need to take into account their age and
their level of fear.
Let your child fail. It’s hard to stand by and watch your
child fail but many things can be learnt from failure.
Teach your kids that failure provides an opportunity to
learn useful lessons. Failure can make kids resilient and
boost their creativity.
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Tip 3: Make your child a master decision-maker
Encouraging your children to make choices is a win-win
situation. Children’s demand for autonomy is a wellknown phenomenon. It enables them to feel in charge
and makes it easier for them to cooperate.
“Autonomy granting” (you can read about that here) is a
term used by development psychologists to refer to the
assumption that parents are initially responsible for
decision-making and then transfer this right to children
through parent-controlled processes. This transfer of
decision-making is considered a key element of
parenting.
A child’s ability to make sound decisions increases
between the ages of eight/nine and 13, and he/she gains
decision autonomy (i.e., the ability to make decisions
without parental involvement) between the ages of 12
and 17. You can read about some of the studies here and
here.

When it comes to younger children, structured decisionmaking may be more appropriate. Structured decisionmaking involves shared responsibility that balances
parental authority and child independence.
It is widely accepted that granting children independence
promotes positive developmental outcomes and helps
children gain self-confidence by enabling them to act
independently and experience their own mistakes.
Discussion and negotiation are an investment in
children’s future decision-making.
3 strategies to effectively “hand down power”
Mini tip #1: Give your child limited options. Giving
limited options to your child provides a structure but also
lets your child participate in decision-making. For
instance, instead of telling your child to do something
(“it’s time to do your homework” or “go and do your
homework)”, you could say “do you want to do your
homework right now or immediately after your snack”?
“Do you want to brush your teeth now or in five minutes?
(Setting an alarm to ring after the five minutes can be a
powerful tool – “as soon as the alarm rings, you go and
brush your teeth”).
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Giving limited options is particularly important when
dealing with younger children for whom making a choice
can be difficult. They can also be incorporated with very
young children: “would you like the blue or the red
dress”? If you child wants to be more involved in
decision-making, you can also avoid conflict by
separating, for instance “clothes/shoes for school” from
“clothes/shoes for parties” / “clothes/shoes for home”.
That way you’ll prevent your child from choosing to go
to school wearing his/her Halloween costume.

Mini tip #3: Let your child know about your
expectations. A child’s say increases with age. However,
when you tell your child that he/she can choose any
extracurricular activity, be careful to let him/her know
that he/she must choose at least one activity. When you
give your child a wide choice, be sure that you can live
with whatever he/she chooses.

When using limited options, it is important to be firm
and to let your child know that the decision he/she makes
must be respected.

Mini tip #2: Set limits. A second option that may work
well is to set a time-frame and ask your child to decide
when he/she will perform a given task/action. Setting
appropriate limits provides your child with the
opportunity to make a decision within a very broad
structure. For instance, you could tell your child that he
can go to the shower whenever he wants to, so long as by
10 a.m (or whatever time you decide) he/she has finished
showering. This approach enables your child to feel in
control of decision-making.
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Tip 4: Give your child chores.
Many education experts agree that children learn best by
doing things by themselves.
The quest for independence is innate and occurs quite
early. Even kids as young as two can start developing
their independence.
By age three, most children can choose the clothes they’d
like to wear, dress themselves and choose what they’d
like to eat and so on.
As kids grow older, they gain greater independence and
can do much more than what most parents believe.

According to a recent Braun research study, giving
children regular chores may have long-lasting benefits
academically, socially, emotionally and professionally.
Other studies have found that the earlier (from age 3)
children are assigned chores, the more self-reliant and
independent they become, and they also become more
responsible and tend to do better in school.

“Help me to help myself”.
Maria Montessori

By providing the appropriate support depending on your
child’s age, you can nurture the drive towards
independence.
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Tip 5: Talk about money
Talking about money with young children can be a tricky
affair. Young children have no real notion of money. Yet
financial literacy is at the core of any attempt that strives
to raise independent children.
A recent study conducted at the University of Cambridge
found that by the time they turn seven, children have
already formed money habits. These habits are primarily
formed by watching and learning from how their parents
handle money matters (shop, save, borrow).
The study found that children modelled the basic
approaches and skills used by parents and other
significant adults and these were thus influential in
instilling efficient money habits and practices. In other
words, using real-life situations to explain money matters
to young children is the most effective way to financial
literacy.

“If you would be wealthy, think of saving as well as
getting.”

This view is consistent with The money as you grow
website which has a wealth of resources for ageappropriate money lessons.
Talking About Money
Mini tip #1: Model the behaviour you would like your
children to develop. If you want your children to learn
about the importance of savings, let them see you save.
Keep a savings jar where your children can see it and let
them see you make regular deposits. Explain to your
children why it is important to save and what savings can
enable you to do.
Mini tip #2: Pick the chores you pay for wisely. There’s
much debate among parents about whether children
should be paid to perform chores around the house.
While it works for some parents, I believe that children
should not be paid for performing chores, unless they
take on chores you normally pay someone else to do
(such as baby-sitting or lawn-mowing)
If you’re interested in more tips, check out my post
Talking Money to Young Children: 7 things to keep in
mind here

Ben Franklin
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CHAPTER 2: Encourage positive communication

Tip 6: Be democratic
Allow your children to express their opinions, even when
you don’t agree with them.
Many parental decisions are based on your experience of
childhood or on predefined norms that dictate how
children should act.
Be willing to examine the reasons behind your decisions
and adjust them if need be.
Tip 7: Become a master listener
Listening, really listening is serious business and it’s not
so easy to do.
Listening means being attentive to what is said and to
what is kept silent.
One of the reasons behind poor communication is the
fact that we mostly listen without really listening.

When it comes to attentive listening, I’m as guilty as the
next person! Sometimes I drift off when my son is
talking because my mind is on the list of things I still
have to do… Or when my daughter asks “why would you
respond with ‘yeah’?”, it hits me that I really wasn’t
listening!
Listening means being attuned to your child’s needs. It
means talking with your kids. Honestly and openly.
The more you make time to talk to your kids, the more
you learn about them. You’ll be surprised about just how
much you’ll learn when you actually begin to talk with
your child.
Learning to listen to your kids requires you to make the
time to listen. Make the time to talk to your kids about
your day. Ask them about their day.
“Listen with curiosity. Speak with honesty. Act with integrity. The
greatest problem with communication is we don’t listen to understand.
We listen to reply. When we listen with curiosity, we don’t listen with
the intent to reply. We listen for what’s behind the words.”
Roy T. Bennett
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Questions you can ask instead of “how was school
today?”

Tip 8: Accept your child’s feelings as valid.

One strategy I’ve found useful with my kids to get past the
“How was school?” “fine” (or “what did you do in school
today?” “nothing”) problem is by asking specific questions.

It is important to respect your child’s feelings, even when
you don’t necessarily agree with them. Practice active
listening when your child expresses his/her feelings. Ask
questions. Nod your head. Be attentive.

Here are some questions you can try to get the conversation
going:

Tip 9: Grab little pieces of time

Did you laugh?
Did you play with…?
Tell me one thing that made you … today
Tell me one person who annoyed you today
Tell me one person who made you laugh today
What was the easiest/hardest thing you learnt today
Did you run?
Did you cry?
Did you play with xxx.

“The way we talk to our children becomes their inner voice”.
Peggy O’Mara

Although many parents would love to be more present for
their children, they just don’t have the time. All hope is not
lost though! New studies suggest that “little pieces of time”
matter too. Much evidence suggests that the quality of the
time spent with your kids is more important than the
quantity. So make time to speak with your children over
dinner or in the car. Choose the right “when and how”.
Not all discussions can take place in the car or over dinner
or when everyone is present.
Tip 10: Watch what you say.
When it comes to communicating with children, “how you
say” is just as important as “what you say”. Much of
children’s emotional development occurs in childhood. In
other words, a child raised in a particular environment learns
to react depending on what he/she has been exposed to
(positive attitudes, fearfulness, resilience, etc.). For instance,
negative talk can lead to negative attitudes among children.
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Tip 11: Establish family traditions.

There is plenty of research about why having family
traditions is awesome. In her book The Joy of Family
Traditions, Jennifer Trainer Thomson highlights some of
the proven benefits of family traditions from research
undertaken on the subject:

Every family has family traditions.
Every Saturday night in Autumn and Winter is “movie
night” in our house. Watching movies as we have a carpet
picnic has become a weekly ritual. During the week we go
to the local library and choose the movie we’re going to
watch. Then we decide on what we’re going to eat. The
basic rule is something quick and not too messy that we
can eat in simple take away boxes. Then everyone
participates in making the meals and “setting everything
up”.

•
•
•
•

•

Family traditions lower stress because they reassure and
add to our wellbeing.

•

Children who feel connected to their families are much
less likely to abuse drugs and engage in other risky
behaviour, even when both parents are working.
Other findings on traditions have been consistent:

We didn’t know just how much our son looked forward to
these nights until one of the parents at school asked us if
we could tell her “exactly what we did” because her son
wanted to do just like “his friend did with his parents
every Saturday night.”

•

One study found that diabetic children in families which
maintained regular traditions had fewer behavioural
problems than those whose families had no traditions.

Family traditions

•

Another study found that traditions serve as an anchor
during hard times; they let you know “that life goes on.”

•

A third study found that when families of alcoholics
maintained dinner time and holiday ritual practices and
did not allow a parent’s alcoholism to interfere with this
time, the chances of transmitting alcoholism to the next
generation were greatly reduced.

Act as a foundation for families.
Give families a sense of identity.
Are a source of strength and stability as they give families
something to rely on.
Bring families closer together.
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Establishing family traditions: the dos and don’ts

Mini tip #1: Do not make it about quantity. When
starting out with establishing family traditions, the
temptation is great to try out a whole lot of traditions.
Traditions are repeated actions and behaviours and they
require intentionality. They are things you do repeatedly so
come up with stuff you’ll actually find time (and energy)
to do. It’s OK to skip some days but consistency is key
when it comes to traditions. Starting slow is better than too
much too soon.

Mini tip #5: Make sure everyone can participate. One of
the reasons traditions fosters cohesion is because
everyone participates. Choose traditions that require the
participation of everyone.

Mini tip #2: Make it intentional. When deciding on a
family tradition, think about the things you’d like to
achieve. Our “movie night” tradition was initially an
attempt to foster our son’s creativity (by helping him make
and decorate the take out boxes) and a fun way to make
him participate in deciding on and making meals.

Mini tip #6: Be flexible. So the idea you thought would
be great is just not turning out to be that great with your
family? Let it go.

Mini tip #3: Make it fun. Traditions are not supposed to
leave you frustrated and dreading every Saturday night.
Choose fun traditions in line with the entire family.
What’s your family identity? What does your family like?
What doesn’t your family like?

Mini tip #7:Start now. Don’t procrastinate. The more
you procrastinate, the more likely you are to do nothing.
There are so many traditions that you can start right now.

Mini tip #4: Don’t get too complicated. Many fantastic
traditions are dirt cheap. If you’re short on ideas of
traditions from holidays and birthdays to bed times, meal
times, pets, and even chores, The Book of New Family
Traditions has hundreds (literally) of ideas. Keep it
simple.

Let the children decide the menu, help prepare meals or d
the cooking, choose films or board games, set the table,
help make take-away boxes…the list is endless.

If no one is looking forward to the family tradition, it’s a
sign it’s time to change.

Search the internet for family traditions that suit you.
Look for ideas from family and friends. The Book of
New Family Traditions is a great resource.
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Tip 12: Talk about yourself.
Talking about yourself encourages children to talk about
themselves. Talk about your day at work. Talk about
what you did during the day. Talk about films, about
books you’re reading…Make communication a habit.
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CHAPTER 3: BUILD CHARACTER

Tip 13: Be a role model.
Whether you like it or not, your kids learn by watching
you. Past studies have shown that kids of anxious parents
are more likely to take on their anxiety.
Your kids watch and imitate you more than you think.
You’d like them to be creative? Be more creative.
You’d like them to be optimist? Show them how by
adopting an optimistic mindset.
You’d like them to be readers? Let them see you read.
Help your kids by modelling the behaviour you would
like to see.
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Tip 14: Help you child develop a heightened sense of
self.
We’ve all heard that positive self-talk in athletes boosts
their performance and negative self-talk impedes
performance.
Much evidence suggests that words and thoughts can
become self-fulfilling prophecies:
•
•
•

What you say to yourself – silently or out loud – has
power over what you become.
What you say to your children – silently or out loud – has
power over what they become.
What your children say to themselves – silently or out
loud – has power over what they become.

Emile Coué is often credited as the founding father of the
self-affirmation theory.
As a practising pharmacist, Coué found that the patients
to whom he praised a medicine’s effectiveness seemed to
get better faster than those to whom he said nothing.
He thus put forth the theory that self-suggestion may
have a positive or negative impact.
His well-known mantra Day by day, in every way, I am
getting better and better was based on the idea that if you
repeat a statement often enough, then it becomes true.
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•
•
•
•

There is a lot of controversy surrounding the true value
of positive affirmations. Some studies suggest that
uttering positive mantras such as “I am confident” can
fail, especially among the people they are most intended
to help. In other words, self-affirmation may not work for
all people.

What Should You Know When Developing a Positive
Self-Affirmation Habit in kids?

Despite this criticism, much evidence suggests that
positive self-affirmations are beneficial:

Wounds inflicted in childhood can have far-reaching
consequences. The things we hear from family, friends
and teachers are carried with us throughout our lives.
And the things we believe of ourselves when young can
make us or break us.

They improve problem-solving and creativity under
stress.
They lead to psychological wellbeing
They increase confidence.
They increase self-compassion and pro-social
behaviours.

It is no secret that much of our belief system is built early
in life.

If you seek to develop the positive-affirmation habit in
your kids, here are a few things you should keep in mind.
Mini tip #1: Positive affirmation can only work if the
affirmations are realistic. Avoid unreasonable positive
statements. Positive affirmation cannot work if the
deeply held negative beliefs are not aligned with the
declared affirmations. If the gap between the conscious
and the unconscious is too wide, your kids will end up
feeling worse than before.
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Mini tip #2: Know your kids. Developing positive
affirmations should be a personal affair. Affirmations
should be developed based on your intimate knowledge
of each of your children.
Mini tip #3. You have a higher chance of success when
your affirmations are specific and explanatory. How
you phrase affirmations plays a role in ensuring their
success or failure. You need to make them work. Instead
of kids saying “I have many friends”, a better affirmation
would be “I have many friends because I always help
people out.”
Mini tip #4. It takes time. The results of self-affirmation
are long in coming because they require the affirmations
to be repeated over a long period of time. Patience pays.

Mini tip #5. Self-affirmation exercises can be another
option. Some studies have shown that exercises such as
writing about the things you value can bolster feelings of
self-worth. This is less dependent on an individual’s selfesteem and is consistent with the idea that grateful kids
are more optimistic, happier and more satisfied with their
lives.
Mini tip # 6. Accept that you might fail. Self-affirmation
does not work for everybody. If you find you are getting
negative results, let it go and seek what works for you.
If you would like tips to develop a positive selfaffirmation habit in your child, read my post here.
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Tip 15: Focus on your child’s strengths.
Many parenting styles today are based on
competitiveness and the fear that (your) kids will get left
behind. Your kid is unique. It’s important to find out
what he or she likes and focus on developing his or her
personal strengths.

Thomas Alva Edison is best known for his most famous
invention: the light bulb. It is said that he only managed
to perfect it after 1000 attempts. Legend has it that when
a reporter asked him how it had felt to fail 999 times, he
replied “I have not failed 999 times, I have simply found
999 ways how not to create a light bulb”.

Research has shown that tailoring activities to reflect
children’s unique abilities helps steer them towards a
meaningful life and helps them develop confidence in
their abilities.

Optimism is about expecting the best possible outcome.
It is about trusting that things will get better even as the
sky falls. It is about seeing the bottle as half full, rather
than half empty.

Tip16: Cultivate optimism.

Baudjuin once said that “No matter how hard you work
for success, if your thought is saturated with the fear of
failure, it will kill your efforts, neutralise your
endeavours and make success impossible”.

It is difficult to talk about optimism without mentioning
two of the world’s most incurable optimists. The first is
Viktor Frankl. After being freed from a concentration
camp, Viktor would later write in his book Man’s Search
for Meaning that the only thing that cannot be taken from
a man is his ability to choose his attitude, no matter the
circumstances. Victor introduced the concept of tragic
optimism which is defined as the ability to remain
optimistic in spite of tragic experiences.
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There is a common misconception that optimism is an
innate rather than an acquired characteristic. Optimism
can be developed. Children can be taught to create a
more positive mindset and deal better with negative life
events.
Teaching children to be less pessimistic means many
things.
•
•
•
•
•

It means teaching them to be more reflexive.
It means teaching them about the power of extraordinary
persistence.
It means teaching them to take responsibility for their
actions.
It means teaching them to believe that things will get
better
It means teaching them that they can make things better.

Mini tip #1: Analyse your child’s explanatory style.
Seligman and his colleagues describe explanatory
styles as the patterns of how people explain events to
themselves and to others: “An optimistic explanatory
style stops helplessness, whereas a pessimistic
explanatory style spreads helplessness”.
While optimists see negative events as temporary,
specific and impersonal, pessimists see them as
permanent, pervasive and personal.
What can you do? It is important for children to
know that they have control over their destiny. Talk to
your child about his/her perception of difficult
situations. Explain to him/her that he/she is
responsible for outcomes; help him/her get into the
habit of looking for the root of the problem. For
example, if he/she has poor reading skills, explain
why it is only through reading that he/she can improve
and help him/her introduce a reading schedule.
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Mini tip #2: Analyse your explanatory style. Parents are
children’s greatest role models. Analyse your own
explanatory style. Do you use an optimistic or pessimistic
explanatory style? Children often reproduce what they
hear.

•
•
•

It can affect their mindset and reduce their interest in
taking on challenges.
It can lead them to associate praise with failure.
It can lead them to develop immunity to praise.

What can you do? Curb your pessimistic tendencies.
The world is filled with optimistic stories; share them.

What can you do? Praise genuine effort, and if you
must praise, be sincere.

Tip 17: Avoid false praise

Tip 18: Teach your kids to refute self-defeating
views.

According to Seligman, the more a child perceives
praise as false, the more likely he/she is to be depressed.
He argues that it is only through repeated failure that a
child can experience ultimate success.

The things children say to themselves – silently or out
loud – have power over what they become. What you say
to your children – silently or out loud – has power over
what they become.

Other studies such as those conducted by Mueller &
Dweck, those conducted by Meyer and those conducted
by Grusec have also shown that praising children without
thought can have adverse consequences:

What can you do? Teach your child the power of
positive affirmations but remember that how you phrase
affirmations plays a role in ensuring their success or
failure. If your children are highly pessimistic, show
them just how pessimistic they are by keeping track of
their negative comments for a period of time. Come up
with a secret code (such as touching your nose) for every
time they make pessimistic comments, and ask them to
make an alternative - not optimistic - comment on the
same situation
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Tip 19: Teach your child gratitude

Tip 20 : Teach your child to express him/herself

A number of researchers have found that gratitude is
associated with more frequent positive emotions.

Young children are not always able to define their
feelings and can find it difficult to differentiate between
feelings. Putting feelings into words can help your child
develop self-regulation.

A different study has found that gratitude and wellbeing
are connected. Teaching kids to adopt a habit of gratitude
decreases pessimism.
What can you do? Make gratitude a ritual in your home.
Pick a specific moment each day – for example during
meals – where each family member nominates one thing
they’re grateful for.

This can be achieved by encouraging your child to
express their feelings out loud. Young children can
express their feelings appropriately only when they have
learnt to accurately identify their emotions and those of
others. Help your child recognise different kinds of
feelings.
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Tip 21: Teach your child to identify and respond
appropriately to warning signs of aggressive
behaviour or anger
Helping your child identify warning signs is an important
step in helping him/her manage anger. Identify
acceptable ways of responding to feelings with your child
(jump on the trampoline, draw a mandala, paint, change
rooms).
For instance, give your child a paper on which you can
ask him/her to identify warning signs by drawing on one
side of the paper what he/she feels when the anger begins
(How I felt) and drawing on the other side how he/she
responded to those feelings in a healthy way (What I did).

It can be helpful for your child to pair feelings and
reactions (for instance, when I start getting angry I ride
my bike; when I start getting bored, I colour a mandala).

Tip 22: Teach your child to manage stress
Young children need to be taught to regulate their
behaviour and develop acceptable ways of expressing
their emotions.
Exercises such as breathing exercises, relaxation,
imagination and distraction have been found to be
effective when dealing with angry children.
Mandalas are an excellent art therapy for calming
children. A mandala is a circular complex and abstract
design that uses evenly distributed patterns to create a
feeling of balance and harmony.
You and your child can create these designs or you can
download them for free here.
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Tip 23: Change your perception of anger
There are many positive ways in which you can help an
angry child calm down:
Mini tip # 1: The anger stone. I found out about anger
stones from Darlene Riddell who would propose a shiny
agate to calm angry children in her class when she was
working as a teacher.
An anger stone is a stone (although it could really be
anything) that you give to your child and ask him/her to
rub until the anger leaves.
If you decide to use an anger stone, place it where your
child can easily access it by him/herself. Explain to
him/her that, as soon as he/she starts to feel angry, he/she
can fetch the anger stone and rub it to take the anger
away.

Mini tip # 2: A bag of nails. A bag of nails is a lovely
idea I first heard about from Jon Davis who borrowed it
from the Buddhist story below
“Once upon a time there was a little boy with a bad
temper. His father gave him a bag of nails and told him
that every time he lost his temper, he should hammer a
nail in the fence. The first day the boy had driven 37
nails into the fence. But gradually, the number of daily
nails dwindled down. He discovered it was easier to hold
his temper than to drive those nails into the fence.
Finally the first day came when the boy didn't lose his
temper at all. He proudly told his father about it and the
father suggested that the boy now pull out one nail for
each day that he was able to hold his temper. The days
passed and the young boy was finally able to tell his
father that all the nails were gone. The father took his
son by the hand and led him to the fence.
"You have done well, my son, but look at the holes in the
fence. The fence will never be the same. When you say
things in anger, they leave a scar just like this one. You
can put a knife in a man and draw it out, it won't matter
how many times you say 'I'm sorry', the wound is still
there.” Source
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“A bag of nails” is really about teaching your child to
express his/her anger and understand that anger can be
poisonous. It is about helping your child learn how to
react to anger and more importantly, how to let go of
anger.

Mini-tip #4: Hug your child. Anger and frustration are
normal when your child is acting up. If you’re like most
parents, you can relate to yelling in response to your
child’s tantrums. The last thing you might want to do is
to hold and hug your child in such a situation.

Mini tip #3: A calm-down jar. A calm-down jar is a jar
containing appropriate ways in which a child can handle
his/her anger. Brainstorming with your child about what
goes into the calm-down jar helps him/her gain
awareness of socially acceptable ways in which anger can
be expressed.

Some parents have found, however, that hugging a child
when he/she is going though a bout of anger helps calm
both child and parent.

Think of activities that have calming effects (for example
colouring mandalas – you can download mandalas for
free here or you can obtain a paperback version here – or
sports such as jumping on the trampoline, riding a bike,
etc.)

The next time your child is angry, get down to his/her
level and try a hug. Don’t let go even when he/she tries to
get away. Your child will eventually calm down in your
arms.
Anger in children, especially when frequent and
accompanied by inappropriate behaviour such as biting,
spitting and hitting, must be responded to immediately.
Don’t hesitate to ask for professional help if nothing
seems to work with your child.
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Tip 24: Reduce the tendency to procrastinate.
The Oxford dictionary defines procrastination as
deferring action without good reason. Recent studies
have found that “putting something off until later” can
have dramatic effects.
•
•
•

It has been linked to poor performance (you can read
about the studies here)
Procrastinators have been found to be more miserable
over the long term (you can read about that here)
Procrastination has a negative impact on individuals’
saving practices (you can read about that here)
There is hope though: one study has found that people
procrastinate less as they age and develop skills to
overcome
procrastination.
Many procrastination
researchers support the view that people can learn to
avoid procrastination. Indeed, some researchers have
shown that the more individuals practise, the less likely
they are to procrastinate (you can read the studies here
and here).

Procrastination is an age-old problem and it affects
people of all ages.
Procrastination in children can be complicated because,
depending on their age, children cannot be held fully
responsible for their actions (or lack thereof).
If your child consistently fails to do his/her homework,
his/her teacher will eventually get in touch with you. If
he/she constantly refuses to brush his/her teeth, you are
the one who will end up missing the dentist’s
appointment.
Procrastination in children is terrible because it affects
you just as much as your child. And a procrastinating
child can drive you up the wall.
So, what do you do when you’re just about at your wit’s
end because your child won’t do his/her homework or
brush his/her teeth just yet? What do you do when your
every request is met with “just five more minutes”?
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Mini tips #1: Reward rather than punish

Mini tip #2: Let go

Rewards can help motivate your child to perform a task
or activity he/she is otherwise unwilling to do. For
instance, telling your child that he/she can play video
games or watch TV as soon as his/her homework is
finished might motivate him/her to stop procrastinating.

Dealing with older children is more complicated because
parents cannot and should not control everything. It is
often with older children that power struggles begin.
These moments, however, can also be learning moments.

As research has shown, younger children prefer smaller
and more immediate rewards than larger but delayed
rewards. This is linked to the fact that, the longer the
delay, the less the subjective value of a reward.
Proposing smaller immediate rewards to younger
children is thus more likely to be successful than
expecting them to wait for larger but delayed rewards.

There is much evidence to suggest that gradually
transferring decision-making to your child is better than
premature independence or prolonged dependency (you
can read about one such study here).
The skills necessary for sound decision-making (the
ability to generate and weigh alternatives) develop
rapidly from about the age of eight up to the age of
15/16. It is important for your child to be aware of the
possible consequences of his/her action or inaction.
Explain these to your child and then let him/her choose.
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Tip 25: Foster acceptance
“There is nothing more unequal than the equal treatment
of unequal people.”
Thomas Jefferson.
Young children develop their sense of self from how they
believe others perceive them.
Comparing children, in your deepest thoughts or out
loud, can have far reaching consequences.
With the advent of social media, it has become easier
than ever before to compare children and find out just
where they’re falling short. The problem is that when
kids feel unaccepted, turning to self-destructive
behaviour can be one way in which they calm and soothe
those negative feelings.

There is much evidence to suggest that words and
thoughts can become self-fulfilling prophecies. Just as
what you say to yourself can have power over what you
become, what you say to your children can have power
over what they become.
Mini tip # 1: A recent study found that children who felt
accepted for themselves were also more likely to develop
self-acceptance and experience greater emotional
wellbeing.
Accept your child for who he/she is, rather than for
whom you think he or she should be.
Children who feel accepted are better communicators
and suppress their emotions less. Unfavourable
comparisons do more harm than good.
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Mini tip # 2: The research is clear: the more secure kids’
feel, the more likely they are to develop a strong sense of
self and belonging.
If your objective is to raise independent kids, be
consistent, dependable and sensitive to their needs and let
them know they can count on you.
Mini tip # 3: Knowing and accepting your children gives
you the power to adjust your expectations to each and
every child.
Acceptance means valuing your child regardless of
external circumstances. It means celebrating the strengths
but also accepting and viewing shortcomings as part of
the learning process.
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Tip 26: Know thy child!
Embarking on the journey of knowing your child requires
you to let go of many preconceived ideas and really focus
on your child. Just your child. Each and every one of
your children.
It requires you to prepare for changes because nothing is
as constant as change. It requires you to be patient when
the results you seek are long in coming, and even when
they fail to come.
It requires you to know when to keep trying and when to
change tactics.
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Many factors can explain children’s lack of motivation:

Tip 27: Motivate your child
Motivation matters.
Much evidence suggests that children’s ability to persist
through difficulty predicts social and educational
outcomes.
One study found that persistence in 5/6-year-olds
significantly predicted their reading and maths
achievement
between
kindergarten
and
early
adolescence.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of interest
Difficult or insufficiently challenging task
Low self-esteem/confidence
Pessimism
Fatigue
The presence of physical, mental or nutritional problems.
Unsupportive parents/teachers
Stress
Procrastination
The perception that parents/teachers are too demanding
The failure to see how the task will benefit them directly (not worth it)
The absence of academic readiness

A recent study has found that “paying attention and
persisting on tasks are foundational skills that are
critical early in life and continue to positively predict a
variety of social and academic outcomes throughout
childhood and into adulthood”.
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Fortunately, motivation psychologists have shown that
there are strategies to help increase motivation.
What can motivation psychologists teach you about
motivating your child?

Mini tip #2: Teach your child the importance of effort.
Weiner largely developed the attribution theory initially
introduced by Fritz Heider. This theory focuses on how
individuals make attributions about why they were
successful or why they failed at a given activity.

Mini tip #1: Teach your child that he/she is responsible
for his/her performance According to deCharms’
“origin sequence”, activities should take the form of
“plan-choose-act-take responsibility”. This means that
children should be active participants in decision-making
processes rather than passive recipients.
What can you do? Ask your child what he/she would
like to do. Help him/her brainstorm. Ask how he/she
plans to achieve a given task. Let your child know of the
consequences. Let children know that, through their
actions, they are responsible for consequences.
Providing multiple options for achieving a task also
enables children to feel as though they at the origin of
their behaviour.
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Individuals’ attributions determine the amount of effort
they will invest in future activities. According to this
theory, attribution can be either internal (when
individuals attribute performance to ability and effort) or
external (when individuals attribute performance to luck
and task difficulty).
Individuals’ ability to control outcomes is also an
important factor in this theory.
What can you do? It is important to make your child
aware that effort is the main predictor of success, and
that he/she can control his/her performance. This
involves assisting your child to assess the internal causes
of his/her failures.
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Mini tip #3: Explain to your child that his/her actions
are the greatest determinants of success. Explain to
him/her that practising an activity consistently will
eventually lead to the desired outcomes.

Mini tip #4: Make it relevant. Vroom developed the
expectancy theory of motivation which proposes that
individuals’ behaviour is tied to the desirability of the
expected outcomes.

Brainstorm with your child to identify strategies that may
help. Keep in mind that different strategies can lead to the
same goal. Let him/her participate in coming up with
potential solutions. For instance, if your child has
language acquisition problems, help him/her understand
that reading for even ten minutes a day can be a great help.

According to the expectancy theory, individuals were
more likely to remain motivated if they perceived that
their efforts and performance were worthwhile. In other
words, individuals were more motivated if they believed
that their behaviour would result in a desirable reward.

Take your child to the library and let him/her decide which
books he/she would like to read – comic books, historical
books, ghost stories. If your child is creative, pick a DIY
book or a cookery book for children.
There are numerous examples of how highly successful
personalities met much failure before finally succeeding.
Who does your child admire? Find out about how they
overcame failures (learning from their mistakes, trying
over and over again, asking for help) and share the
information with your child.

What can you do? It is important for your child to
understand why specific behaviour will lead to a
desirable outcome.
Explain to your child why attaining a particular goal will
be beneficial to him/her in real-life situations. Help your
child identify the multiple paths to the desired outcome.
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Tip 28: Set reasonable expectations.
Skinner is well known for his studies on behaviourism
and for his notion that man can be conditioned to an
environment. In other words, a child can be taught how
to respond to his/her environment.
One of Skinner’s most important findings in relation to
motivation was that if one’s behaviour led to positive
rewards, then that behaviour was more likely to be
repeated.
Skinner drew on Thorndike’s Law of Effect: “responses
that produce a satisfying effect in a particular situation
become more likely to occur again in that situation, and
responses that produce a discomforting effect become
less likely to occur again in that situation”.

What can you do? When your child often meets with
success, he/she is likely to repeat the behaviour that led
to success. The opposite is true.
It is important to set realistic expectations for your child.
They should be neither easy nor too hard. If a child
repeatedly meets with failure, he/she is likely to become
less motivated and less willing to try new things.
This has been confirmed by the Endowed Progress Effect
which posits that individuals who encounter initial
progress become more committed to continued effort to
achieve the desired goal.
You can read about the Endowed Progress Effect here.
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Tip 29: Understand your child’s anger
Anger in children is a normal human expression. It is a
channel through which children express different feelings
and is often manifested through tantrums, aggression,
screaming or sulking.

One of the most effective ways in which you can help
angry children manage their emotions effectively is by
helping them practice self-regulation. Self-regulation is
about being aware of different emotions and the
appropriate ways in which to express them. I have
written a post about this which you can access here.

Behaviour such as biting, spitting and hitting is normal
but inappropriate behaviour in children. It reflects a
child’s inability to express his/her emotions in a socially
acceptable manner.
Much evidence suggests that most inappropriate
expressions of anger are linked to children’s inability to
identify their feelings and respond to those feelings in
appropriate ways. (You can read about those studies here
and here).
Children who have learned to express anger in a negative
manner will most likely resort to aggression or other
negative ways when confronted with a frustrating
situation.
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CHAPTER 4: FOSTER CREATIVITY

Tip 30: Fuel your child’s fire for exploration
Kids are curious by nature and crave independence quite
soon. Raising self-reliant kids requires structures that
help develop their independence.
They also require you to structure their play
environments. From as young as three, children can
perform tasks such as putting away their laundry once
they are shown how to.
Many renowned education philosophers such as Maria
Montessori stress the importance of setting up structures
that enable kids to do things by themselves. Kids learn by
doing.
Research has shown that environments that facilitate
competence and a sense of personal efficacy lead to
success later in life. Stimulate your child’s desire to
learn.
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Tip 31: Stimulate your child’s curiosity.

Professor Dutch insists on the fact that curiosity and
creativity are acquired tastes.

Einstein once said that imagination is more important
than knowledge. Creative kids become problem solvers.

In his opinion, curiosity involves “seeking new kinds of
stimuli”. In other words, if curiosity is not stimulated, it
dies.

There are still many who wrongly believe that curiosity is
an innate characteristic.
While children’s eagerness to explore and discover can
be observed in children from the youngest age, some
researchers such as Professor Steven Dutch argue that
that the tinkering observed in children is not necessarily
synonymous with creativity.

Stimulate your kids’ creativity by exposing them to
different activities.
Show them how then can make things and display the
things they make. Borrow or buy DIY books.

“I think, at a child’s birth, if a mother could ask a fairy godmother
to endow it with the most useful gift, that gift should be curiosity.”
Eleanor Roosevelt
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Tip 32: Talk to your kids about the world around
them.
Talking to your kids about the social, political and
cultural environment around them has been shown to
improve their critical thinking skills.
Many parents believe that some things are better left
alone but if your kids are asking about it, then it needs to
be explained.
Watch your words with young children. Use stories if
you need to. Talking negatively about your own learning
experiences can lead to negative learning attitudes among
children.

Set up International Night
International night is one day each month on which
you celebrate one country. After choosing the country
sufficiently early, we start compiling stuff about it.
What do they do? How do they dress? What do they
eat? What music do they listen to? We then look for
their food recipes and prepare a meal that we eat
together. Both Google and the local library are
invaluable resources for this.

Some education philosophies such as the Reggio Emilia
approach which has been adopted in many institutions
around the world place great emphasis on how kids relate
with the outside environment.
Children determine their place in the world depending on
how they interact with others. Encourage open and
honest discussions with adolescents. Talk to them about
politics, social and cultural issues, films, what you do at
work... this can be done even in the car or over dinner.
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Tip 33: Adopt a minimalist approach
Researchers from the Johns Hopkins Carey Business
School and the University of Illinois have proven that
scarcity, rather than abundance, spurs creativity.
A previous study came to the same conclusions: too
many toys stifle children’s creativity. Minimalism
enables your child to find creative alternatives
Mini tip #1: Start small. The fact that the more toys
kids have the less they play with them and the more
toys they want is a mind-boggling paradox.
It can be difficult for them to give their toys away. My
advice is to take it slow and let them participate in the
purging.
It may be helpful to begin with one thing at a time toys, clothes, books… asking the kids to pick their
favourites and donate the rest seems to work pretty
well for us.

Mini tip #2: Be the change. Don’t preach water and
drink wine.
If you want to be an example to your kids, start with
decluttering your own life.
Give away stuff you don’t need. Buy less stuff. Let them
learn about minimalism from your actions.
Mini tip #3: Explain. Minimalism is not just about doing
more with less, it’s a way of life.
Explain the benefits to your kids. Talk to them about
where their stuff goes.
Tell them why minimalism is important to you and help
them see why it should matter to them too.
Find innovative ways to replace stuff. My son is a
huge fan of LEGO and he’s made the most amazing
things. He’s also a huge Harry Potter fan. Put the two
together and you understand why he had his heart set
on the Lego Hogwarts Castle. We were pleasantly
surprised when he accepted our proposal to make a
cardboard castle. No, it was nothing like the
Hogwarts Castle, but we had a swell time making it.
And he stopped asking for the Lego Castle.
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Tip 34: Make your child a reader
Many experts agree that the earlier in life children are
exposed to books and to different vocabulary, the better
they learn new words, and the more they benefit from
everyday experiences.
The evidence is clear: Reading is important for vocabulary,
language and social skills development. There are multiple
advantages to reading to kids, and there is plenty of
research to back that up.

•

Reading to your kids awakens their curiosity, imagination
and critical thinking skills.

•

Children who hear stories are more likely to fall in love
with books.

•

Reading provides a bonding experience with your child
and can be comforting.

•

Children who are read to from the earliest moments
express themselves better and therefore become better
communicators.

•

Reading instils a sense of enjoyment of reading among
children.

•

Reading promotes two-way communication.

•

Reading opens up kids’ world. It introduces them to new
things and new places.

•

Reading takes kids away from screens.
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CHAPTER 5: CHANGE YOUR MINDSET

Tip 35: Chill out
There are three good evidence-backed reasons why you
need to chill out:
Because an over-focus on kids does you more harm
than good. In an era of competitive and intensive
parenting, you may be convinced that intensive
mothering is good for your kids.
Research shows you could be wrong. Parents (mothers)
who pay too much attention to their kids are more
stressed and this translates into poor education outcomes
and behavioural and emotional problems in kids.

Because stressed parents make lousy parents. Many
mothers still consider that parenting is supposed to be
time-consuming. Groundbreaking research, however,
challenges this view: It’s the quality rather than the
quantity of time spent with your kids that matters.
Little pieces of time matter too.
A second study found that the culture of intensive
parenting aroused feelings of guilt and stress among
mothers in particular.
Parents who failed to take care of themselves were
worked up, anxious, and less effective when it came to
interacting with their kids.

Doing things unnecessarily for your kids renders them
dependent. Children must be allowed to make mistakes
and learn from them. A recent study found that lessstructured time was associated with self-directed
learning. Less is more.
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Because comparing yourself to other parents will
drive you crazy. Social media have brought in a new
level of complexity and taken competitive parenting to
new levels.

Tip 36: Put yourself on your agenda

Many studies have explored how using Facebook affects
parenting and the evidence is clear: social comparison
leads to depression.

One study shows that high levels of stress in parents
(especially mothers) not only translates into poor
education outcomes but also leads to behavioural and
emotional problems.

The studies have come to the conclusion that the more
time you spend on Facebook, the more likely you are to
be depressed because you compare yourself (and your
kids) to others.

Follow your rhythm. Don’t get into the
trap of thinking there’s just one way to do
things.

Have you noticed that you’re more irritable and have
less patience when you’re tired?

It’s important to realise that:
•

If you’re not taking care of yourself, you can’t really take
care of what else needs to be done. You’re less
productive when you’re worked up and tired.

•

If you’re stressed, guilt-ridden and anxious, you can
actually do more harm than good.

•

Taking time off for yourself will be beneficial for both
your professional and your social life. It will make you
healthier and happier.
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•

Accept that you deserve time to yourself everyday. Stop
feeling guilty about spending time on yourself.

•

Put yourself on your priority list. Relax. Do something
you enjoy. Unwind.

•

Don’t know what to do during your “me” time? Write a
list of the things you’ve always wanted to do and put
them on your to-do list.

•

“Me” time could be as short as 10 to 15-minute breaks
taken regularly. Commit to taking some time off
everyday.

•

Creating a daily ritual could make it easier to take time
off.

Tip 37: Get involved
Any research on learning outcomes will tell you that family
background explains most of the gaps in student achievement.
Education begins at home and never stops.
New findings show that parental involvement in education is
pivotal for the success of children throughout their school
years and beyond. Why?
•

Because schools may be unable or unwilling to adopt
holistic education. Many teachers define their job as
“teaching” and consider it the parents’ responsibility to “solve
their children’s problems”.

•

Because education is a journey, not a destination.
Education begins at home and never ends. It is a lifelong
process.

•

Because schooling can be an obstacle to education. Schools
tend to promote conformity over independence and can
therefore be a barrier to children’s learning.

•

Because education is more than developing technical skills.
Schools primarily focus on academic work but this is just one
aspect of a successful education. Education is more than just
knowing how to read, write and excel in standardised tests. It
involves developing critical thinking skills, virtue, openness,
creativity, independent thought and how to live in society.
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Because education happens everywhere. Schooling
takes place in formal settings, education occurs
everywhere. Education takes place anytime and
anywhere, in both formal and informal settings.
Mini tip #1: Get involved in your kids’ school activities.
Participating in your kids’ activities shows them that you
value education.
Don’t wait until they begin to struggle to get involved.
Discuss your kids’ progress with their teachers, even
when they’re doing great; participate in organized
activities; volunteer at your kids’ school if you can but
only if you want to.
Showing teachers you care about your children’s
education might also prompt them to pay more attention
to your children

Tip 38: Focus on quality time.
Groundbreaking research shows that it’s not the amount
of time you spend with your kids that counts – it’s the
quality.
“Do what you can, with what you have, where you are”.
Many parents fail to realize that reading with their child
for just 10 minutes a day is enough to make a huge
difference to their development. If you don’t have 30
minutes to spare, spare 10 minutes everyday. If you don’t
have 10 minutes everyday, spare 10 minutes every
week… Talk to your kids whenever you can. Make up
stories. Talk to them about your day, about their day,
about the world.
Little pieces of time matter. Spend time on things you
both enjoy. Read to them or with them. Talk with them.
Let them participate in your activities.
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Tip 39: Ask for help.

Tip 40: Don’t be perfect, be good enough

Sometimes, simply speaking with other people about
your child can offer much relief.

Striving for perfection is setting yourself up for failure.

Don’t hesitate to ask for help from parents, teachers and
other professionals if you’re having trouble with your
child and if nothing seems to be working.

It’s synonymous with inviting stress and disappointment
into your life. Rather than being perfect, be good enough.
Being a good enough parent involves a delicate balancing
act between being there for your children without
suffocating them and finding time for yourself and your
activities.
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